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Published in: Travel Map/Last Update: July 2020 So you want to create a customer travel map and are looking for a template to get you started. Well, you're in the right place! In this article you'll find an overview of the best patterns out there. Next to providing you with a comprehensive overview, the
purpose of this article is also to help you get more value out of these templates. This is because, no matter how good the template is, if you don't know how and when to use it, you can also choose any random one. You can use the content table below to go straight to the templates or continue reading to
build a deeper understanding of how to get the most value out of these patterns. As you'll see, the review in this article also contains service plan templates. Since a customer's journey is always built into a service plan, it makes sense to include them. Just a quick note that there may be affiliate links in
this article, which means that I get a small commission when you sign up for one of the travel mapping tools mentioned here. There are many good reasons and clever moments to use the travel map template. You just have to know what they are and be able to recognize their value. It is also a word of
warning, since achieving a pattern at the wrong time is as tempting as it may be to end up doing more harm than good. So let's look at some common scenarios in which you could benefit from using the customer's travel map template. DO make better decisions and build a solid foundation. When you
start with customer travel cards, you will have a lot of questions about how to structure the map. Which lanes should be added? How many should there be? What is the right order? This is the stage at which templates and examples can be extremely useful. Seeing how other organizations structure their
travel maps will open your eyes to what is possible and expand your vocabulary. The more you are informed, the better you will be able to judge what information is relevant in your travel map and what is perfectly normal to ignore. Remember that you should aim for the map as little as possible and no
more. You wouldn't want to spend a lot of time displaying travel just to realize that your card is full of information you don't need anyway. DO get started with plenty of time. Starting with a blank sheet of paper is one of the hardest things in any situation. What is the first word you write? Where do you draw
the first line? What do you have to say to start a conversation with a stranger? The good thing is that when you've been through this process several times, you'll start to recognize patterns. If you're an aspiring artist, once you've drawn a few shapes you would figure out the basic structure of the face. The
same applies to customer travel cards. At some point, you'll know that the overall total is your travel customer. From now on, it makes sense to create a template from this journey, so you don't have to recreate it over and over again. The template allows you to focus on the content of your travel map,
rather than on how to structure information. Don't copy and paste the perfect recipe. Imagine: You carefully follow the perfect recipe to prepare the most amazing pasta Bolognese ... just to find out that your guest has a tomato allergy. As unlikely as it may sound, this is the most common trap in relation to
customer travel card patterns. You will find the perfect customer travel card template online and start filling it out with your total dedication. And, of course, you will be able to create an impressive travel map. When you finally share a map within an organization, you come to the realization that it does not
provide answers to the problems that need to be solved. Always critical of the elements of the travel map template. Do you really need all of them? Is there something important missing? Can a little tweaking the template give you much better results? Don't be distracted by the visual aspects. So far, travel
maps have been prepared using tools ranging from PowerPoint to InDesign. The effect is that: There are many different travel maps out there that all have a unique look. You feel that every travel card must be nothing more than a work of art to have any value. So when you look at patterns and examples,
the myriad options can be easily overwhelming. The truth is that most of these templates contain at its core the same key elements described in our practical guide to customer travel mapping. They're just visualized in a different way. It's easy to get distracted and lose yourself in an attempt to make your
travel card look good. Just try to keep the visuals consistent and clear. Again, the smaller the more! Not a map just for his sake. What's the fastest way to create a customer's travel map? Don't make a card when you don't need it. A little crappy, I know. But there's a lot of truth in it. Don't be the person
who creates the customer's travel map just because you can. We've had enough of them. Be a true professional and make sure you are displaying for the right reason. Your efforts should add real value to the organization. Using a travel map template without 13 to understand what questions it needs to
answer is a guarantee that you will waste your time. Unless, of course, you aspire to become an artist who creates pleasant visuals in the form of a travel map. Below you'll find an overview of the customer's travel map templates (and service plan). The review is divided into templates, Online travel display
tools and templates that you'll find in books, articles, etc. I've included a list of pros and cons for each template that should help you decide if the template pattern your needs. There is a difference between professional travel mapping tools (such as Custellence and Smaply) and common tools that also
allow you to create travel maps (such as Miro, Mural, and Google Slides). When you decide to choose one of these tools, it is good to understand the long-term effects. If you want to know more about how these different travel display tools compare, check out this playlist on the Service Design Show
YouTube channel. Patterns in Online Tools Miro is a very convenient and flexible online board tool. I did a full review of how to create travel maps Miro.In world, you will find many useful templates. And the good news is that there is a customer travel card and a service plan among them. Customer Travel
Map Pattern (link) This is probably the most bare-bones travel map template you will find, which is good when you just need to focus on the customer experience aspect of travel. (click the image on the template open in Miro) Super simple format, that is no distractions and quite easy for those involved in
the process of displaying travel You are not distracted by thinking about other information bands. Step-by-step video instructions on how to use this template and a fairly comprehensive blog article worth reading the template presents touchpoints as the main storyline, while it should be customer activity
and situation (no map touchpoints). By basing your journey on touch points, you visualize the organizational perspective and miss important points from the client's perspective. Be careful with that! It's tempting to fill this pattern based on assumptions without questioning the data. It would help if there was
a place to add supportive ideas from users and field research. You will only be able to come up with meaningful pain and get points if you know the needs of your customers. You have to do it first in something like a sympathy card. I would like to use this Client Travel Map template from Miro as the initial
start of the conversation in a workshop where you have limited time. We've discussed the difference between customer travel cards and service plans before. This Miro template does a decent job in breaking down the service experience in front of the stage and behind the scenes. (click the image on the
template open in Miro) Five lanes in this template provide a pretty good starting point for the most basic service plan in many situations. There is no point in putting physical evidence as the top band. It almost always has to be the client's activity and situation. There is no human aspect to this service plan
template. It does not invite you to enrich it with thick data such as photos or quotes. So you create a process map and miss out on a customer-centric approach. The template contains non-linear sequences (arrows), (arrows), The most important rules of a clear travel map: travel always moves from left to
right. For the service plan to be useful, you quickly need to add more detailed and specific information that this template does not serve. Adding more details to this template will be messy and complicated. Once you get to the stage where you need a service plan, it's best to consider using a professional
travel display tool. I would maybe consider using this Miro template to explain the basic structure of the service plan. Mural, just like Miro, is another popular online board tool. I have a step-by-step guide on how to create a customer's travel maps using Mural in this video. You'll find many useful templates
in Mural. For our needs, they offer one service plan template. The template is based on the work done by the Practical Service Design community. (Click the image on a template open in Mural) there are 3 versions: an empty pattern that is filled as an example, and one that provides a guide on how to use
this template. There's also a video that walks you through the process. A template containing a real example gives some really useful questions and good inspiration. The template gets into the processes and service systems quite quickly. It would be nice if there was more focus on the client's trip and
experience. Color coding of information strips creates an interesting visual, but it can easily get quite chaotic. Selected information strips make sense, but do not follow general conventions on how to structure a service plan. This can cause some confusion. to be honest, I find it hard to find a useful app for
this travel map template. For one thing, I feel it's too detailed to be filled out during the workshop. On the other hand, the structure and method of color coding will not be my preferred way to do this with a team outside the workshop. If you're in a mapping journey, Smaply is probably the tool that was on
your radar. It is one of the few specialized online travel mapping tools that, I would say, are specifically designed for customer service professionals. I posted A Smaply step-by-step video on how to create a travel map using Smaply, as well as a more in-depth review of the tool. Smaply offers 4 different
travel display templates: BlueprintCommunication Travel Service MapEmpathy Travel MapComparison Travel MapYou can also find a brief explanation of the purpose of each template. Smaply also offers 10 example travel maps directly on its website. So if you are looking for even more inspiration
definitely take a look at these examples. For this review, we'll look at the empathy journey template inside Smaply. It focuses on understanding your client and brings out perspectives as many organizations are looking for. (click the image to enlarge the pattern) Teh Teh this template focuses on your
customers and their needs. A deep understanding of this helps to create all other travel maps. The alleys mimic the issues of the card of empathy. If you're familiar with how it works, you'll have a top here. And if you're not familiar with sympathy cards, they're well-documented. Depending on your service,
the experience throughout the journey may end up having more similarities than differences. So you may end up duplicating information in many areas. If you recognize that this is happening, try to identify the moments when the experience is vastly different and map those in the first place. In situations
where you need to get stakeholders out of their founding thinking and in the shoes of your clients, especially when you are dealing with stakeholders from support departments who do not directly interact with customers on a daily basis. To create the foundation for all future travel mapping and service
drawing initiatives now, Custellence is my preferred online travel display tool. And this is one that I recommend to anyone who is serious about using travel maps as a way to drive sustainable customer-oriented change within their organization. At the time of writing, Custellence has seven travel map
templates divided into generic and adapted categories of templates: just like with the different patterns in Smaply, you have to choose wisely. What I like about the templates in Custellence (compared to those offered by Mural and Miro) is that given the versions much better reflect the type of information
your travel map may end up containing in real life. Common patterns are a good starting point. But often, you need to customize them to get practical value from them. The individual templates in Custellence give you an idea of what it might look like. For this review, I looked at a travel travel map template.
(Click on the image to open the template in Custellence) It's nice that the actions of customers in the template are pre-filled. It helps to express your own journey in the right level and in the right language. The template invites you to dwell on your client's experience in detail and provide proof of
understanding. You are challenged to have a conversation about how much you know about your clients based on research compared to your own assumptions. Dividing the points of contact into channels shows how you can reflect the internal organization on the travel map and assign internal
stakeholders to the strip on the map. Depending on your goal, this pattern may be too complex and too detailed. This pattern is wonderful what a travel map might look like, used to provide sustainable changes that are customer-centric rather than one-off visualization. I would use this template when my
goal is to create a central travel map that helps make smarter smarter about the projects and initiatives we should invest in. The collection of travel display patterns and examples you'll find in UXPressia is pretty amazing. At the time of writing, there are about 40 templates that are sorted based on the
industry. Each template is based on a real customer travel map that the UXPressia team has found online. In the accompanying articles, they added a link to the source so you could compare what this travel map looked like. For this review, I looked at a template for food and retail. (Click on the image to
open the template in UXPressia) This template pays a lot of attention to the customer's point of view. The template is pre-filled with a story that helps you understand what information and at what level should be on the map. Storyboard Lane invites you to visualize a client's journey- a very important
aspect that is overlooked in most templates. The process and channels of the lane are a little more complicated. The information in this lane overlaps with the sensory strip. The introduction of non-linear elements (in the process and channel lane) is a potential source of confusion. This looks like a pretty
good template to start a high-level travel mapping workshop. The number and choice of lanes find a good balance between depth and breadth of information. The template also provides a very natural stream of issues from top to bottom, from what the customer does and expects to have the problems they
face in the service, and ideas for solutions. Patterns in books, blogs and presentations, when you look at this travel map template, you will immediately notice that it has a different structure than all the others. This template was part of This Is Service Design Thinking when it was published back in 2010. A
lot has happened since then, but it's still good to take this pattern into account since it was one of the first there. You may wonder if this is a real travel display template. The title already gives the key to the fact that it's not as it's called Customer Travel Canvas.So, it's more like a canvas (in the spirit of a
business canvas model) rather than a template. This may seem like a subtle difference, but in practice it has some implications. The questions in the template are very high. You can use this template even if you know little about travel mapping. It is not visually organized in the lanes, which can cause
some confusion if you expect to see a travel map. The template does not invite or direct you to really step into your client's shoes. The axis of trust in information is probably not the best source of information. It would make more sense just to have a band of channels and use icons to illustrate the type of
information. I wasn't in a situation where this canvas seemed to be the right way to go. canvas may be familiar to people who have seen seen canvases and allow for an easier transition into a journey of thinking. But I think in the long run, it's smarter to go with the classic strip structure of travel maps. The
travel display template offered by Design a Better Business positions itself as a canvas, as does the template from This Is Service Design Thinking, which we've covered above. This travel display pattern is part of a wider collection of patterns related to different stages of the design process. When you
look at the travel display pattern, you will immediately see that it is a very simple and high level. The template consists of only three information strips. The structure is very similar to the travel map pattern we saw in Miro. The simple structure and step-by-step guide that comes with the template make this
template very user-friendly. There is room for only five key moments in the journey. It forces you to focus on what is really important to your client. The template suggests you visualize the journey, not just describe it in words. Seeing experience through the eyes of your client is just as important as
understanding it. The instructions regarding the customer persona are a bit misleading. You should focus on needs (as indicated on the canvas, but not step-by-step instructions), desires, pain, etc. Key points should not be about touch points (as indicated in the instructions), but about customer activities
and situations. Otherwise, you run the risk of turning this into a process map. The guide to this template states that you should be able to fill it out in about 45 minutes. So this makes the template perfect for a short workshop. I think the template will be a very good follow-up after the presentation of what
the client's travel display is. You can, for example, have multiple groups in a workshop to fill in on the same journey and then compare the differences. Another useful application for this template will be when you have a group of people with different experiences and need to get them to create a common
understanding of the client's journey. For example, it could be stakeholders from different internal departments. Using an example service like Cafe Travel described in the instructions would be a good start to get people in the right mindset. Finally, I think this template can be useful as a tool that helps
raise questions rather than find answers. So you quickly chart a journey based on assumptions and then ask: What would we like to know about this client and their experience? The first thing I want to say about the travel display pattern shared by Nielsen Norman is that it is surrounded by a wealth of
knowledge on the subject. You can easily spend a few hours reading all the free articles, and it's great if you want to dig deeper into what it takes to useful useful Travel maps. And if that's what you're at, you might as well consider joining our Customer Travel Mapping Essentials masterclass. What
distinguishes this travel map pattern from Nielsen Norman is how it is divided into three zones. Each zone is a perspective with which you have to look at the client's journey. This is a smart way to help you take a holistic view of the journey. There are other patterns that do this, but it is very clear and
clear. Another strong point of this template is that it connects your client's experience with the impact on the business and follows that with the issue of internal ownership. This is great, as talking about property shifts the focus of the conversation towards action rather than just ideas. The three zones and
how they are described make a lot of sense. Business and domestic prospects are really valuable. The template strikes the right balance between the width and depth of information. The accompanying guide will help you understand what questions you should be asking in the information strip. There is no
downloadable version of the template. It would be nice if there was a pre-filled example. This is a template that I would consider for a kickoff workshop displaying travel with an internal team, especially when the goal is to help stakeholders understand that customer experience has business implications.
The template can also be a good starting point for creating a more complex travel map in an instrument like Custellence. Well, that's a really good question, maybe even the best in the whole article! Southing the right template is all about understanding what bits and pieces of information you need to

get the information you are looking for. And in order to know what ideas you need, we need to go back to the most fundamental question: Why do you need a customer's travel map in the first place? What goals do you want to achieve? What's the next step after you've created the map? Do you hold a
seminar to build a common understanding of travel? Then, a pattern with only customer actions and pain points can do the job. Do you need to match your internal process in the way of the client? In this case, a template containing behind-the-scenes lanes will be more useful. Is your goal to align the
branding effort through multiple points of contact along the way? A template that divides touch points into appropriate communication channels may be well-suited. What if I don't yet know what the purpose of my travel map is? From my experience, this usually means that you create a map to build a
review to facilitate conversation and get to some form of general understanding, which are all very good reasons to build a travel map. A quick guide to choosing the right travel map patternStart with the simplest template that fewest items, but still the same your needs. Expand as you go ahead and learn
what you need to add. Choose a template that has elements that invite everyone who contributes to add their knowledge. If you work with IT, for example, make sure there is a band for internal processes. Don't worry about how polished and fancy the pattern looks. More visual effects usually means more
distractions if your ultimate goal is to create a work of art. If you follow the steps in this guide, you can't choose the perfect template, but you'll definitely have a customer travel map template that is practical and gets you to the next stage. When should I create my own template? A good time to start
thinking about creating your own travel map template is when you start to recognize patterns. Once you've mapped a few customer trips, you'll start to see that each card has repetitive elements. These elements may be specific to your organization, your department, or the industry you are in. When you
reach this stage, creating your own custom travel map template is a very valuable exercise. This is because once you have a custom template, you will be able to dive much faster into certain parts of the path rather than spending time thinking about the structure of your map. There's another reason you
can consider creating a custom template: to match your brand. Depending on your environment, people may criticize your travel display efforts just because of color and style. Stupid, I know. But it happens. In these cases, it can be a good investment to make your template visually match your brand
identity. By creating your own custom template, you find yourself in the position of a teacher or mentor to others. And the nice thing is that you yourself learn a lot about travel mapping in the process. ConclusionHopefully this guide will help you choose the right travel display template for your next project,
so you can invest your energy in delivering a great customer experience, instead of thinking about travel display patterns. If your favorite travel display template is not on the list, leave a comment below. I'll try to add it to the review. Review. bar elba food menu. bar von der fels food menu. bar louie food
menu. bar therapy food menu. bar soba food menu. bar luce food menu. bar blue south shields food menu. bar trigona food menu
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